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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a novel social network
aware approach for user association in wireless small cell
networks. The proposed approach exploits social relationships
between user equipments (UEs) and their physical proximity to
optimize the network throughput. We formulate the problem
as a matching game between UEs and their serving nodes
(SNs). In our proposed game, the serving node can be a small
cell base station (SCBS) or an important node with device-to-
device capabilities. In this game, the SCBSs and UEs maximize
their respective utility functions capturing both the spatial and
social structures of the network. We show that the proposed
game belongs to the class of matching games with externalities.
Subsequently, we propose a distributed algorithm using which
the SCBSs and UEs interact and reach a stable matching. We
show the convergence of the proposed algorithm and study the
properties of the resulting matching. Simulation results show
that the proposed socially-aware user association approach can
efficiently offload traffic while yielding a significant gain reaching
up to 63% in terms of data rates as compared to the classical
(social-unaware) approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
The proliferation of bandwidth intensive wireless applica-
tions such as mobile video streaming and social networking
has led to a tremendous data demand increase [1]. This
increasing need for wireless capacity mandates novel cellular
architectures to deliver high quality-of-service (QoS) while
maintaining a cost-effective operation. In this respect, small
cell networks, built on the premise of densely deploying small
cell base stations (SCBSs) has emerged as a promising tech-
nique. Small cell networks revolve around the idea of shrinking
cell sizes and, thus, bringing users closer to their base stations
so as to boost the network capacity. Reaping the promised
performance benefits from small cell deployments requires
overcoming many fundamental challenges that includes user
association, network modeling, interference mitigation, and
resource management, among others [1]–[4]. Beyond small
cell networks, the introduction of device-to-device communi-
cations overlaid on macro or small cell networks has recently
emerged as a promising technique that can further improve
the performance of wireless networks. One key challenge in
D2D-enabled small cell networks is the problem of associating
user equipments (UEs) to their preferred serving node (SN)
that can be a small cell or other D2D users. Classical user
association mechanisms in small cell networks are based on
physical layer aspects e.g., signal-to-interference-plus-noise
ratio (SINR), signal strength, or delay and do not account for
the presence of D2D [1]–[5]. In [6]–[8], the authors studied
D2D approach that exploits the physical and wireless attributes
to improve the resource allocation, throughput, spectrum and
energy efficiency of the underlaid cellular network. While such
classical approaches are suitable for traditional services such
as voice, the emergence of smartphones and social networking
necessitate leveraging new dimensions, going beyond tradi-
tional physical layer parameters. The possibility of exploiting
these new dimensions coupled with the heterogeneity of small
cells networks render the user association problem challeng-
ing. Recently, in [9], the authors study a D2D-overlaid network
exploring the social network and physical layer characteristics
to improve the network performance and reduce the load.
Therein, exploring the underlying social ties among users
allow operators to better cope with peak data traffic demands.
However, in [9], the social ties among nodes depend only
on the probability that a certain content is selected and the
proposed algorithm for data sharing is heuristic.
The main contribution of this paper is to exploit notions
of social networks and underlaid D2D links to optimize user
association in small cell networks. In particular, we utilize
social popularity metrics and we introduce the concept of
important UE which acts as the best SN for other UEs within
the D2D proximity range. In this respect, we explore the social
ties among UEs to identify the set of important UEs in the
network. Then, by identifying socially important UEs within
a geographical area, we leverage the D2D links to offload
the traffic load of the small cell network, thereby enhancing
the user association procedure. Using the proposed model, the
decisions of the UEs on whether to use a cellular or D2D
link takes into account the social importance of the node as
well as the network load, channel condition and interference.
We formulate the problem as a social-aware matching game
with externalities in which the serving nodes SNs (i.e., SCBS,
important UE) and UEs are the players that rank one another
so as to find a suitable and stable association. Here, UEs rank
one another and the SCBSs via a utility function that captures
both the social and spatial structure of the network.
We show that the proposed game belongs to a class of
matching games with externalities due to the interference
and interdependence among preferences. These externalities
relate to the unique features of small cell networks such as
interference, as well as and the underlying social features of
the networks. This is in contrast to existing works on matching
for wireless such as in [10]–[12] which ignore interference
and externalities. To solve the studied game, we propose a
distributed algorithm that allows the UEs and SNs to interact
so as to optimize their utilities (i.e., social welfare) that leads to
a stable matching. Simulation results validate the effectiveness
of the proposed approach and show significant performance
gains compared to the baseline social-unaware user association
approach.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we present the system model and we describe the studied
social network model. In Section III, we formulate the social
aware UE-SN association problem as a matching game with
externalities, and we propose an algorithm to solve it. Simu-
lation results are presented in Section IV. Finally, conclusions
are drawn in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A. Wireless Network Model
Consider the downlink transmission of a single carrier
macrocell network. A number of small cell base stations
(SCBSs) are overlaid on this macrocell network. Let N =
{1, ..., N}, M = {1, ...,M}, and I = {1, ..., I} where
I ⊂ M, I 6= M, represent the set of SCBSs, the set of
all UEs, and the set of all important UEs, respectively. An
important UE is a socially popular node in the social network
which is overlaid on the wireless network. We let P be the
set of P SNs which can be either SCBSs or important UEs
P ⊆ N
⋃
I. In classical cellular systems, each UE is typically
serviced by the SCBS with the highest received signal strength
indicator (RSSI). Let us suppose that Li is the set of UEs
serviced by SCBS i. We assume that the Bandwidth BWi of
each SCBS i is divided equally between the served UEs. Here,
we assume that each UE m will utilize a single subcarrier c.
The achievable rate between SCBS i and UE m over subcarrier
c is:
Ri,m = BWi · log2
(
1 +
pi,m,chi,m,c
σ2 +
∑
j∈N\{i} pj,m,chj,m,c
)
,
(1)
where hi,m,c is the channel gain over subcarrier c used by
UE m to transmit to SCBS i and σ2 is the variance of the
Gaussian noise. The term summation represents the aggregate
interference at UE m caused by the transmissions of other
SCBSs on the same subcarrier c.
B. Social Network Model
We study the social connections between the users present
within the coverage of the considered cellular network. In
particular, these social networks can be represented by graphs
in which the vertices represent the users and the edges repre-
sent the relationships between the users based on friendship,
common interests and use of shared services, among others.
Here, we let Gs = (V , E) denote a social graph, where V
defines as the set of all V nodes and E ⊆ V × V is the set of
edges. Adjacent nodes (m,n) are connected via a bidirectional
edge e ∈ E , where an edge e between adjacent nodes reflects
SCBS-UE or UE-UE links.
C. Important UE
An UE which is socially popular as compared to other
UEs in the network is considered as an important UE. The
three most popular ways to quantify the social popularity of
nodes in the social graph are degree centrality, closeness, and
betweenness [13], [14]. The social importance of an UE can
be defined by exploring the concept of the edge betweenness
centrality, similarity, and physical distance to the peer node in
the social network.
Edge betweenness Centrality: Edge betweenness central-
ity is based on the idea that an edge becomes central to a graph
if it lies between many other nodes, i.e., it is traversed by many
of the shortest paths connecting a pair of nodes [14]. Edges
with a high betweenness centrality are considered important
because they control information flow in the social network.
Let B = {bm,n} be the edge betweenness matrix, where bm,n
is the edge betweenness of the link between nodes m and n.
The betweenness centrality bm,n of an edge e between nodes
(m,n) is the sum of the fraction of all-pairs shortest paths
that pass through edge e [15]. The normalized bm,n is:
bm,n =
∑
m,n∈V
ρ(m,n|e)
ρ(m,n)
(V − 1)(V − 1)
, (2)
where V is the number of nodes, the summation over the
number of shortest (m,n)-paths, and ρ(m,n|e) is the number
of those paths that traverse edge e.
Similarity Matrix: The similarity is a measure of closeness
between a pair of nodes. The degree of similarity can be
measured by the ratio of common neighbors between individ-
uals in a social networks. The degree of similarity between
nodes m and n has an important effect in terms of data
dissemination. The nodes having lower degree of similarity
are good candidate for data dissemination. Hence, for a pair
of nodes (m,n), depending on whether they are connected
directly or indirectly, their similarity matrix Q is defined [16]:
qm,n =


∑
z∈ν(m)∩ν(n)
1
k(z)
if m,n are connected,
0 otherwise.
(3)
Let Q is a V × V matrix, ν(m) is the set of neighbors of m,
z ∈ ν(m) ∩ ν(n) are the common neighbors of nodes m and
n, and k(z) is the degree of UE z. To normalize the similarity
matrix, we use the simple additive weighting (SAW) method.
Thus, the normalized value of each element qm,n of Q is:
sm,n = qm,n/q
max
n ∀m,n, (4)
where qmaxn = maxm qm,n. Consequently, we obtain the
normalized similarity matrix S = {sm,n}, where element sm,n
denotes the normalized similarity between nodes m and n.
Social Distance: The social distance is defined as the
social interaction parameter between communicating nodes.
The important UEs in a given cell are defined as the subset of
UEs with the highest social distance for data transfer. Let X
be a matrix where element xm,n ∈ [0, 1] quantifies how the
social distance of a user affects its utility which denotes the
social distance parameter between two nodes (m,n) [17]:
X = αS + βB, (5)
where α and β are tunable parameters such that α+ β = 1.
The important node selects its preferred peer based on
the composite social and physical distance captured by the
following weighted cost function w.
wp,m = ǫp,mdp,mxp,m (6)
We combine the social distance with actual physical distance
between UEs, where xp,m is the social distance, dp,m is
the physical distance between nodes p and m and ǫp,m is a
normalization constant. In order to illustrate how the important
UE is selected in the network, we presented the following
example.
Example: Consider four UEs, within the set M =
{M1,M2,M3,M4} and one SCBS, S1 ∈ N as shown in Fig.
1. Mathematically, the connectivity of node m ∈ M can be
represented by an adjacency matrix A, which is a V × V
symmetric matrix, where V is the number of nodes in the
social graph Gs. The adjacency matrix has elements:
Am,n =
{
1 if there is a edge between nodes m and n,
0 otherwise.
The edge betweenness centrality between nodes is given by
B = {bm,n}, where each element of bm,n denotes the edge
betweenness among two nodes m and n.
B =


S1 0 0.083 0.125 0.125 0.167
M1 0.083 0 0.125 0.125 0.167
M2 0.125 0.125 0 0.083 0
M3 0.125 0.125 0.083 0 0
M4 0.167 0.167 0 0 0


For a social graph Gs with V nodes, the similarity between
each pair of nodes is computed using (3). The normalized
similarity matrix S between node pair (m,n) is given by:
S =


S1 0 1 0.583 0.583 0.25
M1 1 0 0.583 0.583 0.25
M2 0.583 0.583 0 0.50 0.50
M3 0.583 0.583 0.50 0 0.50
M4 0.25 0.25 0.50 0.50 0


X =


S1 0 0.5208 0.3227 0.3227 0.1667
M1 0.5208 0 0.3227 0.3227 0.1667
M2 0.3227 0.3227 0 0.2708 0.2500
M3 0.3227 0.3227 0.2708 0 0.2500
M4 0.1667 0.1667 0.2500 0.2500 0


To determine which UE is the most important node for the
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Data transmission
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Fig. 1. Illustrative example of the considered network deployment.
SCBS, consider α = 0.5 and β = 0.5. By looking at the social
distance X matrix, it is clear that UE M1 is the most socially
important than other UEs while, M4 is the least important
one. Hereinafter in this work we consider one important UE
per small cell.
III. SOCIAL NETWORK AWARE USER ASSOCIATION AS A
MATCHING GAME WITH EXTERNALITIES
To solve the proposed user association model with social
awareness, we will use the framework of matching theory [18].
Prior to defining the game, we will propose socially-aware
utility functions using which UEs and SCBSs can assess the
performance they achieve during transmission, given both the
wireless and social network metrics.
A. Utility of UE
UE m can either connect to any SCBS i or instead connect
to an important UE p, via a D2D link. If UE m prefers to be
matched with the important node instead of SCBS then the
achievable rate of UE m is min(Ri,p,Rp,m)2 . The utility Ui,m
captures the tradeoff between the achievable rate among SCBS
i ∈ N and UE m ∈ M for the given matching η, expressed
as:
Ui,m(Ri,m, xi,m, η) =


Ri,m
xi,m
if m = p,
Ri,m if m connected to SCBS i,
min(Ri,p,Rp,m)
2 for D2D. (7)
B. Socially-Aware Utility of SCBS
To calculate the utility of SCBS i ∈ N , we incorporate the
social distance of each UE m with respect to SCBS i [19].
For the given matching η, the utility of an SCBS i is the sum
of utilities of its associated UEs m ∈ Li. Thus, the utility of
SCBS i ∈ N is:
Ui(η) =
∑
m∈Li
Ui,m(Ri,m, xi,m, η). (8)
The proposed user association approach leverages the social
and spatial structure of the D2D-underlaid small cell network.
In order to avoid the combinatorial complexity nature of the
problem, we make use of the framework of matching games
[18]. To associate UEs to SNs, each SN aims at identifying the
largest set of UEs, for which it can meet the minimum social
distance requirements. Having defined such utilities, our goal
is to solve the problem of associating each UE m ∈M to the
best serving node k ∈ P via a matching η :M→ P . In what
follows, we formulate the user association problem as a social
matching game, and discuss its properties.
A social matching game is defined by two sets of the players
M, the set of UEs and P , the set of SNs and two preference
relations ≻m, ≻j for each UE m ∈ M (SN j ∈ P) to build
preference over SN j ∈ P (UE m ∈ M) and vice-versa. A
preference relation ≻m is defined for every UE m over the
set of SNs P such that for any two nodes in j, k ∈ P , j 6= k
and two matchings η, η′ ∈ M×P , η 6= η′ :
(j, η) ≻m (k, η′)⇔
Uj,m(Rj,m, xj,m, η) > Uk,m(Rk,m, xk,m, η′), (9)
where (j,m) ∈ η and (k,m) ∈ η′. Similarly the preference
relation ≻j for the SN j over the set of UEs M is defined as,
for any two UEs m,n ∈M,m 6= n
(m, η) ≻j (n, η′)⇔ Uj(η) > Uj(η′) (10)
Each SN and UE independently rank one another based
on the respective utilities in (7) and (8) that capture the
social ties among UEs. The selection preferences of UEs are
interdependent and influenced by the existing network wide
matching, which leads to a many-to-one matching game with
externalities.
C. Social Welfare
Our goal is to solve the problem of matching many UEs
to the best SNs (many-to-one). In this matching, many UEs
are matched to each SN, and UEs have preferences over the
SNs. The social welfare W [18] is expressed as the sum of
the utilities of UEs and SCBSs.
W (η) =
∑
k∈P
Uk(η) +
∑
m∈M
Uk,m(Rk,m, xk,m, η) (11)
The social-aware user association problem can be written as:
max
η:(k,m)∈η
W (η), (12)
s.t, Rk,m ≥ R¯k,m, ∀ m (13)
where R¯k,m is the minimum target rate per UE. In terms
of complexity, solving the UE-SN association problem using
classical optimization techniques is an NP-hard problem [20],
which depends on the number of SNs and UEs in the network.
In this work, we propose a heuristic procedure which is based
on two-way preferences for both UEs and SNs. Specifically,
the proposed approach leverages the spatial and social struc-
ture of the networks, in which UEs social relationships are
taken into account for establishing suitable D2D connections.
In the proposed algorithm (Algorithm 1), the preferences
carried out by both the UEs and SNs are done locally, whereas
coordination is required between adjacent SCBSs. If a UE
m ∈ M is not currently served by its most preferred SN
k ∈ P , it sends a matching proposal to another SN j. Upon
receiving a proposal, SN j updates its utility and accepts the
request of the UE if the externalities resulting from such swap
do not yield a degradation of the social welfare. The main goal
Algorithm 1: Socially aware user association algorithm
Data: Each UE is initially associated to a randomly selected SCBS i.
Result: Convergence to a stable matching η.
Phase I - SN discovery and utility computation;
• Each UE m discovers a serving node (SN) in the vicinity;
• UEs and SNs exchange social-aware information X and achievable
rate metrics in (1), (5);
• We have important UEs list I using (5);
• Uj,m(η) and Uk(η) and social welfare W (η) are updated;
Phase II - Swap-matching evaluation;
• Pick the random pair of UEs {m,n} ∈ M;
while count ≤ max Iterations do
• Uj,m(η), Uk(η) are updated based on the current η;
• UEs and SNs are sorted by W (η);
• swap the pair of UEs {m,n}{n,m}
• W (η)n,m =Wbest(η)
PT =
1
1+e−T (W (η)n,m−W (η)m,n)
;
ηm,n ← ηn,m change the configuration with probability PT ;
if W (η)n,m > W (η)best then
Wbest = W (η)n,m
else
SN k refuses the proposal, and UE m sends a proposal to the
next configuration at count
count = count+ 1
Phase III - Social-aware user association;
of each UE is to maximize its own utility while associating
with the most preferred SCBS or important UE. Our game is
a matching game with externalities due to SINR and social-
ties between nodes, which is a class of games that significantly
differs from existing works such as [10]–[12]. To deal with the
externalities arising due to interference and coupling among
different matchings, we allow a two-sided swapping between
pairs of SCBS and UEs, as a function of the prospective
increase in social welfare. The concept of externalities leads
to a new stability concept based on the idea of a stable swap-
matching [18]:
Definition 1: Given a matching η, a pair of
UEs m,n ∈ M and SNs j, k ∈ P with ηm,n =
{η{(m, j), (n, k)} ∪ {(m, k), (n, j)}} a swap-matching
is stable if: ∀y ∈ {m,n, j, k}, such that Uy(ηk,j) ≤ Uy(ηj,k)
and ∄y ∈ {m,n, j, k} Uy(ηk,j) > Uy(ηj,k)
A swap-matching η is said to be stable with link (j,m) ∈ η
if there does not exist any UE n or SN k, for which SN
j prefers UE n over UE m. Such network-wide matching
stability is reached by guaranteeing only stable swap-matching
among players [18] which result in an increase in the social
welfare. Classical matching approaches are based on prefer-
ence orders, such as the deferred acceptance algorithm [12].
Nevertheless, such approaches do not account for externalities,
and thus may yield lower utilities or may not converge for a
game with externalities. In fact, due to externalities, players
continuously change their preference orders, in response to
the formation of other UE-SN links. Inspired from [18], we
use a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm. Hence,
instead of using the greedy way to select the “best” matching,
the matching is chosen based on a probability, which depends
on the swap which results an increase of social welfare W .
For finding a stable matching in the proposed small cell user
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Fig. 2. Average rate per UE as a function of the number SCBSs N for fixed
number of UEs M = 150, under the considered approaches.
association, we use Algorithm 1. The value of temperature T
goes to zero as the iteration count approaches the T th iteration
step [21]. In the first phase, each UE is initially associated
to a randomly selected SN based on the max-RSSI criterion.
Next, each SCBS gets the social information from the UEs
to identify the important nodes. Then, the social welfare is
calculated for the current matching η. In the second phase,
UEs and SNs update their respective utilities and individual
preferences over one another. Subsequently, at each iteration,
a chosen UE pair is swapped with a probability that depends
on the change in the social welfare: a positive change in the
social welfare yields a probability of swapping larger then 1/2
and vice-versa. As a result, the algorithm does not get caught
in a local optimum. The algorithm continuously keeps track
of the “best” matchings found so far [18].
The proposed algorithm is guaranteed to converge. The
convergence of Algorithm 1 follows from two facts. First,
since only the swaps which verify the conditions of Definition
1 are allowed, the utility of each player cannot decrease after
each swap as each swap guarantees non-decreasing utilities
which result into an increase of the social welfare W . Second,
the utility of SCBS is the sum of the utilities of UEs connected
to it whose number is finite. Moreover, the utility of the
important UE is the sum of the utilities of the UEs connected
to it. If Algorithm 1 is run sufficiently long it can find the
two-sided stable matching. However, there is no guarantee
that the best matching encountered in finite time is even two-
sided stable, a situation that can be remedied by applying
greedy approaches. Algorithm 1 terminates when no further
improvement can be achieved. Therefore after Phase II the
algorithm converges to a local maximum of the social welfare
W. Finally, uniform power allocation is used.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
For simulations, we consider a single micro-cell in which
UEs and SCBSs are uniformly distributed over the area of
interest. Transmissions are affected by distance dependent path
loss according to 3GPP specifications [22], while the tunable
variables α and β are set to 0.5. For the simulation we consid-
ered there is no power control, where the power is uniformly
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Fig. 3. Average social welfare for the fixed number of UEs M = 150, under
the considered approaches.
divided between the UEs. The simulation parameters are given
in Table I. We compare the performance of the social un-
aware approach in which UEs associate based on the max-
RSSI criterion.
Fig. 2 shows the average rate per UE as a function of the
SCBSs N , with M = 150. Fig. 2 highlights the fact that, in
the proposed social-aware approach, user associations result
in enhanced SINRs and increasing transmission rates. Fig. 2
shows that, as the number of SCBSs increase, the average rate
increases. This is due to the fact that, an increase in the number
of SCBSs decreases the density of UEs per SCBS. In Fig. 2,
we can also see that the proposed social-aware matching game
yields significant performance gains, increasing with 30%, and
reaching up to 63% when the number of SCBS N = 30
relative to the social unaware association approach.
Fig. 3 shows the average social welfare for fixed M = 150
UEs. In this figure, we can see that the increase in the number
of SCBSs result in an increase in the average social welfare of
about 21% at N = 30, relative to the social unaware approach.
The social welfare is the sum of the utilities of the UEs and
SCBSs, and, thus by adding more UEs and SCBSs Fig. 3
shows an increase in average social welfare.
Fig. 4 shows the average rate per UE as a function of the
UEs M for a fixed number of SCBSs N = 16. The decrease
in the average data rate is due to the increased interference
as number of UEs increases in the system. Fig. 4 shows that
the proposed approach yields significant gains, in terms of
the average rate per user, reaching up to 65% when the UEs
M = 280 compared to the max RSSI scheme.
Fig. 5 shows the average number of iterations required to
TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameter Value
System bandwidth 5 MHz
Macro cell radius 500 m
Noise power spectral density (N0) -174 dBm/Hz [22]
SCBS transmission radius 50 m
SCBS transmission power 23 dBm
D2D transmission radius 20 m
UE transmission power 15 dBm
Device-to-Device (D2D) pathloss (d)−α, α = 3
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Fig. 4. Average rate per UE as a function of the number of UEs M for a
fixed number of SCBSs N = 16, under the considered approaches.
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Fig. 5. Average number of iterations as a function of the number of the
SCBSs N and fixed number of UEs, under the proposed approach.
reach a stable matching η as a function of a fixed number of
UEs M = 80 and M = 150 and varying number of SCBSs N .
In this figure, we can see that for lower number of SCBSs,
the number of iterations needed to converge increases with
increasing number of SCBSs and reaches up to 730, 1400
iteration at SCBSs N = 16 for fixed UEs M = 80 and
M = 150 respectively. However, a further increase in the
number of SCBSs for a fixed number of UEs results in lower
number of UEs per SCBS. Consequently, an increase in the
number of SCBSs N decreases the number of possible D2D
pairs and, thus, will not lead to a high increase in the number
of iterations. Moreover, for a fixed number of SCBSs, higher
iterations are incured as the number of UEs per small cells
increases.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a novel, social-aware
approach to the user association problem in D2D underlaid
small cell networks. We have formulated the problem as a
matching game with externalities in which the UEs and SNs
build preferences over one another so as to choose their
own utilities. Simulation results have shown that the proposed
social-aware approach provides considerable gains in terms of
increased data rates with respect to a traditional social-unaware
UE-SN association which is based on maximum RSSI. In
our future work, we will further incorporate issues of power
control and arbitrary number of important users.
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